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Let H’, a t-uniform hypergraph by a pair (X, T) where X is its vertex set and T is its edge-set 
(a famiiy of t-subsets of X). We say that pi’ admits G&composition if we can partition H into 
edge disjoint hypergraphs i omorphic to G’. Let K’, denote the t-uniform hypergraph (X, T) 
where [Xl= n and T includes all the t-subsets of X. AK: is a Ki in which each edge appears A
times. An Sfn is a hypergraph (_X, T) where X includes r?a + 1. vertices and T includes all those 
edges which contain a given vertex. We prove that AK; admits Sz decomposition, provided 
tnat the necessary conditions are satisfied, for m = 3 and iz > 1 and for m = 4 and ail A except 
thecasem=4, A=l, n=28,28+36,38, 
We use certain kinds of block designs. For balanced incomplete block designs 
we use B[k, a; v]; for resolvable B[k. I; V] we use IXB[J.., A, v]. GD[k, A, apt; V] 
will denote the group divisible design. For their definition see [2, 41. 
PRP 20[m, k, n; vd-_A pair (V, B), where V is a set of points and B is a family 
of subsets (blocks) of V, is called PRP 2-[m, k, n; v] if and only if: (1) IV1 = v; (2) 
iI31 E {m, k j for every B E B; (3) the blocks of size m C~EI be partitioned into n 
parallel classes; (4) each pair (AC, yj e: V, x # y, appears in exactly -3~ block of @. 
By P(n) we denote the spectrum of PRP 2-[m, k, n; v]. 
F-set-ha V be a set of points and F a subset of V x V which includes ordered 
pairs (x, y), x #y, F is an F-set if V = {x I (x, y) E Ii) and IFI = IVl. 
FOP 2-,‘2, 4, PO; vllfunctional orhtd partition-Let V be a set of points and B 
a family of subsets (blocks) of V. (V, B) is an FOP 2-[2,3, n ; v] if and only if: (1) 
IV1 = v; (2) !?3] E {2,4) for all B i & (3) the blocks of size 2 can be partitioned 
into n F-sets; (4) each pair of V appears in exactly one block of @. By F(n) we 
denote the spectrum of FOP 2-[2,4, n; v]. 
~~~denotethestarS~by,~:a,...a~orbyx:AwhereA-a,...a,orby 
x:a,B where B=aaa3...a,. The ec&s of sack a star are {XUltZj i Pi, 
je{l,2,..., m)) or, shortly, denoted by xA. XA = xB c) {xaIy I y = aj I <Jo 
m ). If UK”, admits S, 3 decomposition we write Sz 1 AK%. The notation R$ 
indicates that the set of vertices is V and 1 VI = v. 
- -- ___ 
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2. Cordons of PRP 2=[3,4,n;v], FOP 2[2,4,n;u] 
mma 2.1. Zf v E P(n)(F(n)) and GD[4,1, v; tv] exists, then tv E P(n)(F(n)). 
Let E be a set of tv elements and construct GD[4,1, v, tv]. The pairs 
(x, y)x, y E E are contained either in the set of blocks size four or in one of the 
groups. On each group we construct PRP 2-[3,4,n; v] and easily get the n 
parallel classes of E. The cehection of ail the blocks of size four which were 
generated during this process gives the quadruples of the PRP 2-[3,4, n; tv] (see 
also [7]). The same holds for FOP 29[2,4, n; EV] but instead of the PRP put the 
FOP and instead of a parallel class put an F-set. 0 
2.2. 9 + 36n E P(4); n 3 0. 
For n = 0 RB [3,1: 91 exists ([S], with exactly four parahel classes). For 
n > 1 GD[4,1,9:9+36n] exists [2] and together with n =0 and Lemma 2.1 we 
get PRP 2-!3,4; 4:9 + 36n]. 0 
Lemma2.3. 27+36n~P$)s=l, 7, 13naO. 
Proof. s= 1: B[4,1:27 + 36n + l] exists [4]. Omit one point from the blocks in 
order to get one parallel class. The other blocks are of size 4. s =7: 
B[(4,7+), 1; v] exists according to [3]. The 7* means that there is exactly one 
block of size 7, which exists for ah v = 7,10 (mod 12) except for v = 10,19. Add 
seven points to 27 + 36n and construct B[(4,7*), 1:34 + 36n]. Then omit the 
block of size 7 and alI its elements in order to get PRP[3,4,7 :27 + 36n]. s = 13: 
Add nine points to 27 + 36n to construct GD[4,1,9 :36n + 36]. 0n e& group of 
size 9 construct IU#[4,1: 9],9 e P(4) and thy same methods of Lemma 2.1 yieIds 
four paraIle1 classes. In addition, omit one group of 9 elements with all its 
elements, thus foM&g niue additiona! parallel classes. 0 
. 36n E P(s); s = 1,4.7. 
S = i, 7: We use the existence of B[(4,7*), 1; v] (for s = 7) and the 
existence ofB[4,1; v] (for s = 1) and the methods of the former lemma. For s = 4 
construct GD[4,1,9; 36n] ([a]). 9 E P(4) and, by Lemma 2.1,36n E P(4). 0 
v E F(n) in the following cases: (I) v = 8, n = 2; (2) v = 17, rl = 2; 
63) v = 19, ; = 3; (4) v = 25, fi :--z 3; (5) 1, . , =44, n=5;(6)u=71, n==ii. 
e F sets are f$@ = ((0, a)mod 8) 4 = 1, 3 and (i ,3, S, 7)(0,2,4,6) are the 
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(2) The two F-sets are a = ((0, a)mod 17) Q = 5, 8 and ((0, 1,3,7)mod 17) 
are the blocks. 
(3) The three F-sets are E = {((I, a)mod 19) a =5,8,9 and ((0, 1, 3, 
7)mod 19) are the blocks. 
(4) The sets ((0, a)mod 7) Q = 1,2,3 shows that 7 E F(3), but the existence of 
GD[4Y 1,7 : 281 ([2]) together with Lemma 2.1 completes the proof. 
(5) 11 E F(5) (five differences), 44 E GD(4,1,11) [a], therefore, by Lemma 2.1, 
44 E F(S). 
(6) 71 E E(il). The quadruples are: 
{(0,12,16,21)(0,10,11,13)(0,14,20,28)(0,17,25,52) 1 mod 71}, 
and the F-sets: 
& = ((9, a) 1 mod 71) where a = 7, 15, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34. Cl 
3. Ikcompositiorm of AK: into stars Sg 
Lemma 3.1. If S”, 1 AK”, then: (1) A = 1, 2(mod 3) and v ‘0, 1,2(mod 9) or (2) 
A = O(mod 3) for every IJ B 3. 
Roof. The number of edges is Au@ - l)(v - 2)/6 and is divisibl, by three (the 
number of edges in Ss). Obviously the possible solutions for A, tl are those in (l), 
(2). 0 
Remark 3*2. If SL 1 Kf and Sb 1 fKz then SL I(pr +_&)Kz where r, p, t, l are 
positive integers, It follows directly from the definition. 
Theorem 3.3. S”, I A#; for ~11 A, ZJ which satisfy the necessary ponditions of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Proof. Sz I Kz for 2, = Ot 1,, 2(mod 9) as shown by Wermond, Sotteau and Germa 
[l]. Now, we prove tha’r .$[3Kz for ali u z=. 4: 
(1) s; I 3SQ. Consider the four vertices 0, 1,2,3 and the stars: 
(0: 123 I mod 4)); 
(2) s; 135;. Consider the five vertices 0, 1,2,3,4 and the ten stars: 
{0:124,0:123~mod5}; 
(3) If Sg I3S3,, u is odd, then Sg I 3K3,+1. Consider the set V U {b) with u + 1 
vertices and construct B[3,3; u] ([J]) on the elements of V. Decompose 3K$ into -_ 
stars and add the stars 6 :A where A is a block in Bi3.3; u]. Thus we proved 
p I “jp 
. . . . *lc 
313 v+lZ 
(4) If Sz i 3#:, u is sdd, then Sz I 3K?,-,: ” .S consider the set V U (a, p) with u + 2 
VeE%aiC~S* ccomposition of 3K$ civers each edge in ree times. The 
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uncovered edges are of the form afix, x E V, or my, /?xy x, y E V. Let @, be 
((0, 1, -1) mod U} and & = ((0, Q, -a) mod v Il< a s (u - 1)/2) then obviously 
& U & cover each pair in V exactly three times. To the decomposition of 3K$ we 
add the stars: 
(i) a : b@ b :c@3 ~:a@3 for all (a, b, c) E &; 
(ii) a:Ep:Efor EE&. 
The stars in (i), (ii) cover all the edges &, j@ B E & v&. (In & v&t each pair 
of V appears three times). Each @3x x E V appears in the stars of (i) exactly three 
times. 
Thus it is proved for A = 1,3 and for other values of A (see Remark 3.2). Cl 
4. CoIlfdiw&un theorems 
We define two constructions which are used in the theorems. 
e&&ion Q,L Let ‘4 be a set of trj points i = 1, 2 and let 4, @ be pa&M classes 
of blocks of size three from VI, V2 respectively. For each block (x, yt x) in A and 
each block (u, b, c) in @ form the three stars a : bxyz b : cxyz c xuyz. The v&3 
stars generated by this process are called Constauction 1.
From the definition follows: 
Lemma 4.2. E&a e&e UVW, where u E VI and vw, is a pair in a block of & and 
each edge uuw, where u E V2 and VW, is a pair in u block of A, appears exactly in 
me star of Cmstmction 1. 
M%~J: 4A Let K be a set of vi points i = 1, 2, let 4 be a parallel class of 
blocks of size three from VI, and let F -be an F-set of V2. The stars 
(x: ygbc ] (x, y) E FA(abc) E 4) are called Co~truc&a 2. 
From the definition follows: 
. Each edge uvw, where u E VI and VW & a pair in F, and each edge 
uvw, where u E V2 and VW is a pair in a block of 4, appears exactly in one star of 
Censtruction 2. 
We give direct constructions of decomposition of K&, Kg into stars Si (in 
Section 5). The Theorems 4.8-4.8 enable us to prove the existence of the 
decomposition of Kz into S$ for the other values of PI. First we give the theorems 
and then proceed with their proofs. 
f 4 is a set of blocks and A E 4 then ~2 are all the edges of the 
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form xyz where yz are a pair of elements of 4. To avoid repetition from now on: 
IV1 =v1; A:, A 
IV1 2 =v2; the parallel classes of PRP 2-[3,4, n; t)J will be denoted 
_ 2, . . . ,A,,; Q1 will be the quadruples; and x, x1, x2 . . . are always elements 
of VI. The parallel classes of PRP 2-[3,4, n; v2] will be denoted & . . . B,, and Q2 
will be the quadruples. The elements of V2 are always noted y, yl . . . . For FOP 
2-[2,4, n; 2~21 replace & . . . B,, Q2 by K, & . . . 9 E,, Q2. 
‘I&orem 4.6. If Sq I AK”,, and S4 I AK& and there exist the designs B[4, A; v,], 
R[4, A; v2] then Sq I AK&+,,z. 
Theorem 4.7. If S: I AKZ,,,, i = 1, 2 and there exkt natural n such that vl E P(n), 
v2 E F(n - I) then Si [ AK&+V2+I. 
Theoaernn 4.8. If Si I kzi+2, i = 1, 2 then Sq I K&+V2+2 in the cases where 
(i) there exist natural n, m such that v1 E P(n), v2 E P(m) and m - n = 0,2; 
(ii) there exist natural n such that vl E P(n), v2 E F(n - 2). 
Theorem 4.9. i!f Si I 2KZi+r, i = 1, 2, then St I 2K&+v2+1 in the case where 
(i) there exists natural n such that v1 E P(n), v2 E P(n); 
(ii) there exists GD[4,2,3; q], GD[4,2,3; v2]. 
Roof of Theorem 4.6. In order to decompose AK&“& into Starr;, decompose 
AK;,, AK& into Si and add the stars r: C for all r E VI, and C a block in 
B[4, A; v2] and for all r E V2 and C a block in B[4, A; vl]. Obviously each edge 
appears A times. q 
. 
ku& of Theorem 4.7. Let V = VI U V2 U {a}, IV1 = v1 + v2 + 1. We introduce 
the following decomposition of K$” Decompose Kg”{=+ = 1,2 into stars. 
Construct PRP 2-[3,4, n; vl], FOP 2-[2,4, n - 1; v2]; the edges _y,,n ylx2 yly2x 
are still uncovered. We add the following stars according to Tab*.. 1 (for all 
x s VI, y E v2). 
Table 1. 
stars Edges included According to Number of edges 
construction 2 
di with 4 
lGj<n 
y:A,cs 
VA, E 4, 
x:Q2 
VQ, E Q2 
Y:QI 
VQI E Q2 
Lemma 4.4 2(n - l)u,u, 
Construction 2w2 
and&is 
parallel 
construction u&u2 - 2n + 1) 
construction ugu2(u1 % - 1) 
2 
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Table 2. Y- 
stars Edges included Axording to Number of edges 
(6) 
construction 1
bj With Bj 
I<j<n 
(7) 
y:A,b 
VA, E 8, 
(8) 
x:Bna 
VB* E &I 
w x:Qz VQ2Qz 
YAj, XBj kmma 4.2 2(n - l)uIv2 
xyb, yAn 
xya, x&n 
construction 
and&is 
parallel 
construction 
and @n is 
oarallel 
YI 91 CO;titlUCti0n uIu2(u2u1 - 2 - 4n) 
3 
The number of edges appearing in Table 1, $(v&) +&&I~), is equal to the 
number olt’ et&s uot contained in K$,V&&U~o), so that each edge is covered 
exactly once. El 
Proof of ‘Theorem 4.8(i). Le$ V = VI W V, U {a, b} and IV1 = v1 + v2 -i 2. The 
kinds of edges in I@ <j <k) are: 
(l) xfiflk* YiYjYk 
(2) xya, xyb, abx, aby, qx+ 
(3) X~jj=1,2...#?2,yAjj= 
(4) XQZ, Y& 
The decomposition: 
(5) Decompose K3v;u(o.b) and 
still uncovered. 
K3vz”{tz.t+ xy b, xyu and the edges from (3) (4) are 
We deal with two cases, n= m and n = m + 2. For .m = n, we add the stars shown 
in Table 2. 
Let S be the number of edges in K&Uv2U~~,.,I which are not in 
G$U{fz,b), i = 1, s = 2V& + (U&V2 - 1) + 2J~V&~ - 1))/2 
= Us212 + V&(Y, + v2)!2 
and this is the number of edges that appear in (6)-(W). 
For n = m + 2, leave (9) (10) as in the previous case and replace (6), (7), (8) by 
the following, shown in Table 3. 
n (11) to (13) there appear 2vlv2(m + 2) edges. The quantity in (9) (IO) is 
changed because the number of quadruples i  changed. So, in (9) (I@) these sow 
-f IQ21 vl = $(v:v2-Lr v$v,) - zilu2 - mvl~2 - ~~11~. Thus cs = m -+ 
r ?vith 2v, v,(m + 2), we get exactly S edges. U 
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Table 3. 
Stars 
cu enstr&on 1 
dj With 4 
ISjSm 
y :A,+& 
VA m+l E&a+1 
Y 4n+2a 
v4l+2 an8+2 
Edges included According to 
yfij, XEj Lemma 4.2 
YAf?l+1, Yxb obvious 
yL+2r yxa obvious 
Number of edges 
2nw% 
2w* 
2w2 
proof of Theorem 4.8Iii). Repeat the proof of case n = IPL + 2, but instead of 
@I, . . . , & use &, . . . , pm and replace construction 1 with construction 2 and 
Lemma 4.2 with Lemma 4.4. Cl 
Proof of Tlreorem 4.9(i). Consider V = VI U V, U {a} and IV1 = vu1 + v2 + 1. The 
kinds of edges in Kc are: 
(1) &xjxk, UlyjYk i <j <k; 
(2) axy, xBj, yAj i S j 6 n; 
(3) 6 YOG 
,The decomposition includes the following stars: 
(4) stars from the decomposition of 2K&,, and 2K&,,,, (Table 4). 
The number of edges in 2K&uqu(aI which are not in 2K~U~o~ or 2K&U(o) is 
zI&v* - 1) + rJ&JI - 1) f 221#* = v& + a&, and is equal to the number of 
edges which appear in (5)-(S). 
For part (ii) we use the groups of GD[4,2,3; II,] as 4, and the groups of 
GD[4,2,3; v*] as &. The proof (l)-(8) is changed as follows: Cancel (5) and in 
(6) (7) put n = 1 and the quantity is unchanged. In (8) take each star exactly % - 
Table 4. 
(9 
(6) 
(7) 
+ M 
09 
Stars Edges inciuded 
--- 
construction 1 YAj, XBj 
dj With Bj lSj<n 
lGj<n each edge twice 
each star twice 
4, with B,, y/i,, XI& 
y:A,a 
x:B,a Y&, 4 
VA, E &VBm E & 
xya, twice 
x:Qz 
Y:QI 
each star twice 
xQ~, xQi twice 
‘tiQz EQzVQ, EQ, 
According to 
Lemma 4.3 
Lemma 4.3 
obvious 
obvious 
Number of edges 
4v,v,(n - 1) 
2&V, 
4w2 
v,v2(v,+vz-415-2) 
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once. IQ11 ]Qzl is doubled so the number of edges is unchanged and this 
completes the proof. 17 
ecomposition of into s: 
Av(v - l(v - 2) = 0 (mod 36) > 5 
A@-i(v-2)=O(mod6) - 
The number of edges in AK”, is &Av(v - l)(v - 2)) and the number of 
edges in S”, is 6, therefore Av(v - l(v - 2) = 0 (mod 36). The number of edges 
including certain vertex is d(A(v - l)(v - 2)) and the number of edges in Sa 
containing one vertex is either 6 or 3. In order to show that these conditions are 
sufficient, we first find those values of A, v for which the righthand side of 
Theorem 5.1 is satisfied. 
V s 1, 2,10,20,28,29 (mod 36) and A = 1,s (n,zlS 6) 
v=1,2(mod9) and A = 2,4 (mod 6) 
v=O, 1,2(mod4) and A=3(mod6) _ 
V35 and A=O(mod6) 
From Kemark 3.2 we have to deal with A = 1,2,3,6. 
A = 1. Si I Kz for all v = 1,2,10,20,28,29 (mod 36) except possibly where v = 
28,37,28 + 36. 
Case 1. v = 10, 20 
v = 10. v = (0, 1, . . . ,9}, the stars: {O: 1346 0: 1258 1 mod 10). v =20. v= 
(0, P,19} u {a}. Define an equivalent relation on the tryples of V. [a, b, c] = 
[e,f,g]ifthereexistskEZ19suchthata+k=e, b+k=f, c+k-g(m+k=a). 
Those tryples which include 00 form exactly nine equivalent classes. If the 
difference between the two elements a, b in (a, b, w) is r, we call this equivalent 
class diff t, and d gets exactly nine values, 1,2, . . . ,9. The other 51 l 19 tryples 
appear in 51 equivalent classes. We shall represent hese classes by a tryple 
[0, i, j] and call them by names 1,2, . . . , 51. With some help from the computer. 
Hartman [6] reached that solution. First we introduce Table 5 which distributes 
the tryples, oub into the equivalent classes 1,2, . . .51. 
Case 2. v = 29, 38 
v = 29. vl = 9 9 E P(4); v2 = 19 19 E F(3) (Lemmas 2.2 anq 2.5); Sg I AK& and 
S: Theorem 4.7, and Sz I K$+19+1. v = 38. vp = 9 9 E P(4); 212 =28 
28 mmas 2.2 and 2.5); Sg I AK& and Sg I AKs9 by Theorem 4.7, and 
S: 
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Table 5. 
i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I.0 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 
2 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 17 2 
3 15 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 30 18 3 
4 14 28 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 40 31 19 4 
5 13 27 38 46 47 48 49 50 47 41 32 20 5 
6 12 26 37 45 50 51 51 48 42 33 21 6 
7 11 24 36 44 49 51 49 43 34 22 7 
8 10 24 35 43 48 50 44 35 23 8 
9 9 23 34 42 47 45 36 24 9 
10 8 22 33 41 46 37 25 10 
11 7 21 32 40 38 26 11 
12 6 20 31 39 27 12 
13 5 19 30 28 13 
14 4 18 29 14 
15 3 17 15 
16 2 16 
17 1 
The stars Covered classes/difb 
011 4 6 18 1 3 
017 8 15 18 7 8 
012 9 10 17 9 17 
011 11 13 15 10 12 
012 3 5 7 16 18 
013 6 10 13 30 33 
015 8 11 14 32 35 
014 7 10 14 36 39 
OP 2 13 18 2 13 
*IO 3 8 12 diffs3, 4, 
dii l-9 
4 5 6 28 
11 15 43 44 
22 23 24 25 
14 19 21 40 
20 27 29 31 
34 37 45 51 
38 :7 48 50 
41 42 46 49 
26 diffl diff2 diff6 
5, 7, 8, 9 
We then take each star modulo 19. 
Case3. v=38+36nnaO 
By induction: n = 0, according to Case 2. Assume S: 1 jzK&+w. Take v1 = 36 
Q = 38 + 3Bn. Now v, c P(1) Sp 1 Kzi+2, i = 1,2, therefore we get by Theorem 
4.8(i) Sf I Kz1+v2+~ . butv,+v,+2=38+36(n+l). 
Cases 4 to 8 follow from Theorem 4.8, differing only by the construction of the 
FOP’s and PRP’s. For these constructions, ee Lemmas 2.1 to 2.4 for the P 
and Lemma 2.5 for the FOP%. 
GWc4. v=lO+36?rn~f 
vl = 36n, 36n E P(4); vz = 8, 8 E F(2). S: 1 Kz6n+2 and Si 1 K:o (Cases 3 and 1, 
respectively) and by Theorem 4.6, we are done. 
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“we5 v=29+36nnal 
VI = 27, 27 E P(7); 212 = 36n, 36n E P(7). Si 1 K& and Sz 1 Kg+36n (Cases 2 and 3 
depend on n). 
Ckse6. v=20+36nnal 
v1 = 27, 27 E P(1); v2 = 27 + 3/j(n - 1), v2 E P(1). Sz 1 KS9 and Sz j K&+3g(n_1) 
(Cases 2and 5 depend on n). 
Case 7. 37+36nnal 
v1 = 27 + 36(n - 1), v1 E P(7); v2 = 44, 44 E F(5). Si I K&+wn_ll and Si I K& 
(Cases 5,2,4). 
CaseI!?. 28+36nna2 
vI = 27 + 36(n - 29, vi E PQ13); v2 = 71, 71 E F(ll), Si I K&+3a(n-2) and SZ I K& 
(Cases 2,5,7)* 
-We have prosed A = 1, except where v = 28, 28 + 369 37. 
A=2 $(2Kz for aU v=1,2(mod9). For v=l(mod9) we use A=1 and 
Remark 3.2. We are left with v = 28, 28+ 36, 37 and v = 19 (mod36). For 
v=19(mod36) use vl= 9, v2 = 9 + 36h, h 3 0, both of which belong to P(4). 
Sz I K& therefore S4 I 2K&. S4 IKf0+36h=$S4 I 2K10+= and by Theorem 4.9 
S: I 3K&+=, h 2 0. 
For v = 28 we have to construct the decomposition. Take vu1 =9 and v2 = 17. 
Si ! K& (Case 1) therefore Sz ! 2K;+ In addition there exists B[4,2: ‘_!I] ([4]), and 
by Theorem 4.7 S: I2K&. We have just proved that Sz I2K&. Now, from the 
proof of Theorem 4.8, it is easy to conclude that if S% I 2Kzi+2 i = 1,2, then 
Si i 2E,+v2+2, only if conditions (i) or (ii) are fulfilled. 9 E P(4), 17 E F(3) 
(condition (i) of Theorem 4.8) and so S4 I 2K9+17+2 follows. 
Forv=37 take vl=v2= 18. S$ I 2K& and there exists GD[4,2,3 : 181, see [2], 
and by Theorem 4.9 Ss I 2K18+18+1. 
For v=28+36 take vl = 27, vu2 = 36. Sz l2K& and Sq I 2K& (the former two 
cases). The designs GD[4,2,3; 363, GD[4,2,3; 271 exist, see [2] and by Theorem 
4.9 S4 I z&+2,+p 
For v=2(mod9) we use Szl2Kz for all v= 1 (mod 9) and the existence cf 
8[4,2; v] ([4]). By Theorem 4.6, $ I 2Kz+l for all v = 1 (mod 9). 
prove Si i 3Ki and .Si I 3K;2 and by induction we get Sz I3Kz for 
4), as follows: Sz l3K$: Consider v = (0, 1, . . . ,7, a} and the stars 
$ I3&: Consider v = (OS 1, . . . 9 II, a} and the star 
is the star 0: 22+13 0 2’2’“%. The 
0 : 132a j l 2”) mod 11, while Q = 0, 1,2,3,4. Sg 1 
Decomposition c 
Si 1 3kr$+w, n ~4 ,t3 = 8,12. Now 
Theorem 4.6 S: 1 3K$+e+a 
A = 6. SlI3Kz therefore Si I6@. 
pf the complete hypergraph 117 
Ss ! 3Ki and there exists B[4,3; 8i so by 
By induction suppose Sa I6Kz for v M. 
Theorem 4.6 and the existence of B[4,6, v] ([4]) yield 57: 1 6Kz+1. 0 
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